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Abstract 
In the article “Ultraproducts in topology” (General Topology Appl. 7 (1977) 283-308) Paul 
Bankston investigated ultraproducts of topological spaces (i.e., reduced box products of the form 
0,X,, where L4 C P(n) is an ultrafilter) and asked when the quotient map q: OX, + 0,X, is 
closed (Problem 10.3). We consider more general products-reduced products and prove (in ZFC) 
that if the X,‘s belong to a wide class of spaces, then the mapping q is not closed. Also, we 
construct some nontrivial examples of ultraproducts such that the map q is closed and give an 
example of an ultraproduct such that the closeness of q is a statement independent of ZFC. 0 1998 
Elsevier Science B.V. 
Keyword.7: Topological ultraproducts; Reduced box products; Quotient mappings; Closed 
mappings 
AMS classi$cation: 54B 10; 54B 15; 54C 10 
1. Introduction 
Throughout the paper K will be an infinite cardinal, X,, o < K, a family of spaces, 
OX, the corresponding box product with topology 00 and @ C P(K) a nontrivial filter 
(i.e., @ # P(I) and @ # {I}). The equivalence relation N on nX, given by f - g 
iff {ct’ E K: f(a) = g(a)} E @ determines the quotient space OX,/- denoted by 
C&,X, (the reduced product). The quotient mapping q: OX, + &X, assigns to each 
f E n X, its class [f and it is always a continuous and open surjection. 
In [l] Paul Bankston investigated topological ultraproducts (reduced products of the 
shape 0,X, where U c P(K) is an ultrafilter) and posed the following problem: 
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Problem 10.3. The quotient maps q : OX, + 0,X, are always open. When are they 
closed? 
(Clearly, discreteness of almost all (modulo U) Xcu’s is sufficient for q to be closed.) 
Here we consider more general products-reduced products and prove (in ZFC) that if the 
X,‘s belong to a very wide class of spaces, then the mapping q is not closed. Also, we 
construct some nontrivial examples of ultraproducts such that the map q is closed and 
give an example of an ultraproduct such that the closeness of q is a statement independent 
of ZFC. 
2. Usually the mapping q is not closed 
For technical reasons we introduce an auxiliary notion. Let L and u be cardinals, We 
will say that the space (X, 0) is of @pe (L, u) iff it is a Tt-space, it contains a closed 
set I c X of isolated points satisfying ]I] = L and there is a nonisolated point p E X of 
pseudocharacter $(p) = V. (For example, the ordinal space w + 1 is of type (n, w), for 
each n E w.) 
Theorem 1. If the spaces X,, Q: < K, are of type (L, v) and @ c P(K) is ajilter such that 
there is A c n satisfying K \ A E @ and un < ~1~1 then the mapping q : OX, -+ 0,X, 
is not closed. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we suppose that X, = X for all cr E K. Let p E X be 
such that G(p) = v and let I c X be a closed set of isolated points satisfying ]I] = L. 
Firstly we construct an open subset 0 of OX, such that 
[(dl c 0 and 13hqL :PC --f x \ (I u {p}) A [h] c 0). (1) 
For each f E [(p)] we observe the sets If = f-’ (I) and Pf = f-’ ({p}). Clearly, 
Pf E @ and Pf n 1, = 0. Also we have [(p)] = F U Q where 
3 = {f E [Ml: P,l < IAl> and B = {f E [(P)I: IIfl Z IAl>. 
Let 23 be a family of neighborhoods of the point p such that ]B] = I/ and n I3 = {p}. 
Since I is a closed set and p $ I we can suppose that B n I = 8 for all B E 23. 
Now ]B(” 6 (I(lAl and for each D c 6 satisfying ri \ D E @ and ID] 3 IAl we 
choose a surjection bD : DI -+ “LT. For an $ : D + I instead of bD($) we will write 
b$. Clearly, bz : K + B. 
For each f E [(p)] we define the set 0, as follows 
1 
rI c&K\lf (X \ 4 x K&If U(Q)} if f E F, 
Of = 
n &Pf $,I, (0) x rI,,,,{f(4) x rI,E,\(P,UI,)(X \ 1) if f E 6. 
Now, f E Of E O. for each f E [(p)], thus for 0 = UfE,(p)l Of, we have [@)I c 
0 E 00. 
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Suppose there is h: /c. + X \ (I U {p}) satisfying [h] c 0. For each Q E n it holds 
that h(o) # p and nEl = {p} so we can choose B, E B such that h(a) 6 B, and 
observe the function b: K --t B given by b(a) = B,. Since the map bA : Al + “B is 
onto, there is $ E AI satisfying b, - A b. so, 
b;(a) n (I U {h(cr)}) = 0, for all Q E rc. (2) 
We define the function h$ E [h] by 
h$(a) = 
h(a) if cr E n \ A, 
$,(a!) if Q E A. 
By the assumption, h$ E Of for some f E [(p)]. Let us prove that If = A. If cy E 1j, 
then, according to the definition of Of, we have h$(a) = f(a) E 1. Since h(a) q! I 
for each o E K, we have CY E A. Thus, If C A. On the other hand, if cy E A, then 
h;(a) = +(a) E I. Since B c X \ I for each B E B, by the definition of Of we have 
Q E If. So, A c If. 
Since /IfI = IAl we have f $ 3 hence f E G. Now, for cy E A it holds f(o) = 
h$(cu) = $(cz) thus f[If = II, and b If frIf 
= b$, Now, since h$ E Of and Pf n A = 
Pf n If = 8, for cy E Pf we have h(a) = h$(cr) E b;(a). A contradiction to (2)! The 
condition (1) holds. 
Now suppose that the mapping q is closed. Since 
~-‘mw = [b-41 c 0 E 007 
according to [2, Theorem 1.4.131, there is a neighborhood V of [(p)] satisfying q- ’ (V) c 
0. Since the mapping q is open, one base of neighborhoods at the point [(p)] consists 
of sets of the form W = q(fl IV,), w h ere Wcu’s are some neighborhoods of p. So, there 
are IV,, cy < rc, such that q(fl Wcy) c V and q-t (q(n Wo)) c 0. The sets IV, \ I, 
o E 6, are also neighborhoods of p and the point p is not isolated so we can choose 
h(a) E W, \ (I U {p}). Then h: K. --f X \ (I U {p}) and h E n W, so we have 
-- [h] c q-'(q(n Wa)) c 0. A contradiction to (l)! 0 
Theorem 2. Let the spaces X,, Q: E K, contain closed subspaces Y,, 
(L, v) and let @ c P(K) be a jilter such that there is A c K satisjj$ng 
uK 6 ~1~1. Then the mapping q: OX, --) t&,X, is not closed. 
Q E 6 OfWe 
K \ A E @ and 
Proof. In the diagram given below q and qt are the corresponding quotient mappings, 
while iy is given by iy(f) = f and F is given by F([f]y) = [f]. 
q Y, 41_ q @ Y, 
It is easy to prove that F is an embedding, iy is a closed embedding and that if q is 
closed, then qt is closed too. Now, we apply the preceding theorem. 0 
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If V& = (,lAi)+, then the mapping q can be closed. (See the example at the end of the 
paper.) 
There are several corollaries of the previous theorem. We consider only two special 
cases. 
Case 1: @ E /3~ \ K. Then 0,X, is the ultraproduct considered by Bankston. The 
mapping q is not closed in the following subcases: 
(a) If there are closed subspaces Y, c X, of type (L, v), where rP < L& (since there 
is n E [n]& such that K \ A E @). 
(b) Specially, if the Ye’s are copies of the ordinal space w + 1 (because w + 1 is of 
type (2,~) and w” = 2”). 
(c) More specially, if X,‘s are nondiscrete sequential Hausdorff spaces or ordinal 
spaces > w (since such spaces contain closed copies of w + 1). Thus, the mapping 
Q: q l(w + 1) ----f q Q(W + 1) is not closed. The referee noticed that “in the special 
case of ultraproducts q u(w + l), there is even a closed discrete set of cardinality 
c in q (w + 1) which q maps onto the ultraproduct”. 
Case 2: K = w and @ @ @rrechet. Then there is A E [w]” satisfying w \ A E @, so the 
mapping q : OX, --) 0,X, is not closed in the following subcases: 
(a) If there are closed subspaces Y, c X,, of type (L, v), where V“ 6 Lo. 
(b) Specially, if X,‘s are Hausdorff and have closed subspaces Y, containing noniso- 
lated points of pseudocharacter 6 c. 
(c) More specially, if the spaces X,, are nondiscrete, Hausdorff and IX,] < c. 
If 6 = w and @ = &rechet, then the mapping q is closed if the spaces X, are compact 
(see 131). 
3. But sometimes the mapping q is closed 
In this section we will construct an example of the topological ultraproduct of V- 
metrizable spaces such that the corresponding quotient mapping is closed. 
Theorem 3. Suppose that K is an injinite cardinal and U is a nonprincipal ultrajilter on 
K. Let u be a regular cardinal satisjjing X” < u, for each cardinal X < u and let the 
topology on u + 1 be given by the base 
B = P(V) u { [CY, u]: ck < u}, 
where [o, u] = {/3 < u: a 6 p}. Then the mapping q : q (u + 1) --f q U(U + 1) is closed. 
Proof. According to [2, Theorem 1.4.131, since all the points of 0~ (u + 1) except [(u)] 
are isolated, it remains to be shown that q is closed at the point [(u)]. Let 
[(u)] c 0 E ckl. 
If for each F E U\(K) and I/J E n\E’u we define 
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then there holds 
[WI = {.$I F E U\(K), $ E +,} u ((4). 
Now, ,f$ E 0 implies that there is an open box 0’ = &<, 05 such that f$ E 0’ c 
0. For every < E F, u E 0, and there is a!~ < u such that u E [nc, V] c 0,. Since 
IFI 6 /c < 2” < v = cf(V), there exists /3$ < v satisfying czc < ,!?$ for all < E F. So, 
[,C$, u] C Ot for all < E F thus for the sets 
we have f$ E 0; C 0, where F E U\(K) and Q E niFu. Similarly, there is ,8” < u 
such that for the set 
0” = n [P, u] 
F<K 
it holds (u) E 0” c 0. Therefore we have that 
[(u)] cO”u u u o;=o, co. 
FEU\{K} Ij,E F\FU 
LetU\{K} = {F.,: y < 2n} b e an enumeration. By d we will denote the lexicographic 
(well) ordering on 2n x 2” given by 
(o1,71) 4 (02,Y2) H al < 02 v (Ql = a2 A71 < 72). 
By recursion we define a sequence of ordinals (S,,,: (0,~) E 2” x 2”) as it follows: 
&J = p”. 
If &E,, were defined for all (a, 7) 4 (00, ~a), then we define bao,70 by: 
l if 70 = y’ + 1, then &o,yj+~ = sup((j32’: $ E “\F+6ao,Y/} u {bao,yf + l}), 
l if “/o = 0 or 70 is a limit ordinal, then ~3~,,,+,~, = sup{S,,,: (CE, y) a (a~, ye)}. 
Claim 1. (ba.y) 1s an increasing sequence ofardinal.s, that is (a~, 71) a (cy2,y2) implies 
s ar.7, < LYI. 
Proof. It is an easy transfinite induction. q 
Claim 2. S,,, < u, for all (a? 7) E 2” x 2”. 
Proof. Suppose 6,,, < u for all (Q, y) a (~0, “/o). It is possible that: 
(I) 70 = y’ + 1. Then ((~0~ 7’) a (~0: "/o) so 6cuo,y~ < u,hence Sa,j.yf + 1 < u. Since 
F+ 
4 < u, for each I,!J E “\F+beO,Yfr and since (6,,,,,/IlK\Fy’I < )6ao,y,IK <Y” 
cf(u), according to the definition of Sali,yf+t we have ~&,~f+1 < u. 
(II) ^/o = 0 or 70 is a limit ordinal. Then 6,,,, is the supremum of < 2” < u ordinals 
which are less than u, so Gao,rr, < v by regularity of u. 
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Since 2” < V, the set {6cu.y: (o;y) E 2” x 2”) is bounded in V, so there exists 
p* = sup {f.&: (a, y) E 2” x 2”) < V. 
Claim 3. The mapping @: 2” --f /J* given by @(a) = 6,,0, for all cr E 2” is increasing 
and unbounded in /3*. Moreover; cf(n*) = cf(2”). 
Proof. If a!1 < ~2 < 2”, then (~1~ 0) 4 (~2~0) and, by Claim 1, ha,,0 < S,,,a, that 
is @(at) < @(cyz). Let C < j3*. Then there is (cy~.yl) satisfying C < S,,,,,. Since 
6 a,,y, < Scy,+t,u = @(CYI + 1) we have @(cui + 1) > C. Now, the equality cf(p*) = cf(2”) 
follows from [4, Lemma 10.321. 0 
Claim 4. 4-‘(q(l&<K[P*, ~1)) c 01. 
Proof. If g E q-‘(q(&,.[P*, v])), then B = {< < K: gc 3 ,6*} E U. We distinguish 
the following cases: 
(I) B = K. Since /!I* > /J” it follows that g E 0” c 01. 
(II) B # n. Then there exists 70 < 2% such that B = FTn, Now, gc < p*, for all 
< E K \ FYO, thus g [( IC, \ Fyo) maps /c \ FYo into p* . Using Kiinig’s lemma we 
have: 
IK\F,“(<K<cf(2”)=cf(/?*) 
and there exists 77 < p* such that ge < 77 for all c E n \ Fyo. By Claim 3, there 
is QO E 2” such that q < Sno;a, hence S~yo.y,, 3 &,“,a > 77. Now, gc < 6cy0,Y0 for all 
6 E K \ F7” so ST(K \ Fyo) E r;‘F”‘&,“ir,. According to the definition of Sno,“io+i 
F 
we have &o,"io+~ 2 Pg&,F 
F 
70 
), and consequently PsitK,F yg < p*. Because of ) 
that g E OgF;;‘R,F,j c 01. Claim 4 is proved. 0 
Finally, for 
v = ‘i( J-&J*: 4) 
5- 
we have: V is a neighborhood of the point [(v)] and q-‘(V) c 0, c 0. By [2, 
Theorem 1.4.131, the mapping q is closed. 0 
Example. If in the previous theorem we put 6 = w and v = (2”)f then all the conditions 
are fulfilled. Specially, under CH, the mapping q : q nEw(w2 + 1) -+ q L((WZ + 1) (where 
the topology on w2 + 1 is described at the beginning of this section) is closed. But 
the space w2 + 1 with the mentioned topology is of type (WI, ~2) so in each model of 
2w = w:! we have Y” = w; = w2 and ~1~1 = WY = ~2. By Theorem 1, the mapping 
4: QLEw(W + 1) 4 q u(w2 + 1) is not closed in such a model. 
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